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The following papers were read :

—

1. On some NewSpecies of Araneidea, chiefly from Oriental

Siberia. By the Rev. O. P. Cambridge, M.A., C.M.Z.S.

[Received March 15, 1873.]

(Plates XL. & XLI.)

In May 1872 a small collection of minute Spiders, collected by
Dr. Dybowski in the neighbourhood of Kuttuk on the southern
point of Lake Baikal in Oriental Siberia, was kindly sent me by
Mons. Taczanowski, of the Zoological Museum at Warsaw. This
collection was accompanied by two others —one made by M. Tacza-
nowski near Warsaw, the other by Dr. Karpinski at Kiew, in

Ukrania. The two last collections number between forty and fifty

species, chiefly of the genera Linyphia and Erigone (the latter

equivalent to Neriene and Walckenaera, Blackw.) ; but, although
some of these species are of great interest, I can detect but one
novelty among them {Erigone sollers, postea, p. 443, Plate XLI.
fig. 8) ; the rest belong to species already recorded in Northern and
Western Europe.

In the Siberian collection, however, out of eighteen determinable

species thirteen appear to be undescribed : —one of the family

Agelenides, genus Lethia (Menge) ; the rest of the family Theridiides,

four being of the genus Linyphia and eight of the genus Erigone.

A point of special interest in regard to these new species is their

being so exceedingly closely allied to forms already described from
northern and western Europe, and yet so curiously and decidedly

distinct ; while, at the same time, the collection contained neither

of the species to which they are thus (severally) so nearly allied.

Not knowing what may have been the range or extent of the search

of which this Siberian collection is the result, nor the season at

which it was made, it is impossible to speak with certainty as to the

richness of the locality in respect of these minute Spiders ; but the

sample now under consideration leads me to believe that the part

of Siberia in question would yield numerous additional and still

more interesting forms when carefully searched. Another point of

interest with respect to this collection is, that the locality where it was
made (Baikal) is the easternmost point at which, as far as I am
aware, any species of Erigone has yet been found.

Sketches of critical portions of the structure of the Spiders

described in the present paper have been added to the descriptions

(see Plate XL.) in the hope of making it easier to compare and
distinguish other closely allied species.

Fam. Agelenides.

Genus Lethia.

Lethia taczanowskii, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 1.)

Adult male, length \h line.

The cephalothorax is of ordinary form ; the lateral constrictions

28*
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at the caput are slight ; but the normal furrows and indentations are

well marked, and its colour is a pale dull yellowish ; the margins,

as well as a central longitudinal line and the two converging lines

which mark the form of the caput are black ; the central longitudinal

line has some long bristly hairs directed forwards.

The eyes are on black spots, arranged in two transverse rows ; looked

at from the front the fore one is nearly straight, and the hinder one

the largest and much curved ; those of the hinder row are nearly

equidistant from each other, and about equal in size ; those of each

lateral pair are near together, but not contiguous to each other,

obliquely placed, and the fore one is the largest of the eight ;

those of the fore central pair are the smallest and rather further from

each other than each is from the fore lateral on its side.

The legs are moderately long and strong ; their relative length

is 1, 4, 2, 3 ? those of the fourth and second pairs differ but very

little, and it was difficult to ascertain which was the longest ; they

are of a pale yellow colour, faintly but broadly banded with dusky
brown, and are furnished with hairs and long, strongish bristles ;

and each tarsus terminates with three claws.

The palpi are moderately long, rather strong, and of a pale

yellowish colour ; the cubital and radial joints are short, but of

about equal length ; the former is rather gibbous in front, where it

has some black bristles closely grouped together at the fore part

;

the radial joint has a black, spiral or corkscrew, spiny apophysis

springing vertically from the outer side of its fore extremity, and
some strong black bristles on the inner side ; the digital joint is large,

broad-oval, very convex on its outer side, where it is furnished

pretty thickly with bristly hairs, and pointed at its fore extremity ;

the palpal organs are well developed but simple, and appeared to

be encircled by a strong corneous process or spine-like fillet.

The falces are moderately strong, long, and rather projecting and
divergent at their extremities ; they did not appear to be armed
with any teeth on their inner surface ; and their colour is similar to

that of the cephalothorax.

The maxillcB are strong, straight, broader at their extremity

(where they are obliquely truncated on the outer side) than at the

base, and rather darker in colour than the falces.

The labium is of an oblong form, rather rounded at the apex, and
about half the length of the maxillae, to which it is similar in

colour, though perhaps rather more suffused with dusky blackish.

Sternum heart-shaped, furnished with hairs and bristles, and of a

yellowish-brown colour.

The abdomen is oval, bluntish at both ends, tolerably convex

above, and projecting but slightly over the base of the cephalo-

thorax ; it is spotted, mottled, and marked thickly with black-

brown and a warm brownish yellow, showing besides some parallel

and slightly oblique lateral lines of spots, a rather large and tolerably

conspicuous triangle on the centre of the upperside bounded by a

pale brownish-yellow line, and followed towards the spinners by
some similarly coloured pale angular lines or chevrons. The upper-
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side is furnished with long, strongish, bristly hairs ; and the under-

side of the abdomen is of a dull yellowish hue, suffused more or less

with dusky blackish ; the spinners have a supernumerary one (or

united pair) in front of the usual six.

The female resembles the male in colours and markings, and has

calamistra on the outer side of the metatarsi of the fourth pair

of legs.

This Spider is nearly allied to L. puta (Cambr.), but may be at

once distinguished by the cubital joint of the male palpus being

merely gibbous, and not prominently pointed at its fore extremity

as in that species, and in the less size of the spiral spine at the

outer extremity of the radial joint. The present is also a more di-

stinctly marked and more largely blotched-looking Spider, and of a

darker or richer colour ; the pale triangle on the upperside of the

abdomen, as well as the larger size of the spiral spine at the outer

extremity of the radial joint of the male palpus, and the greater

development of its free extremity, seem also to be good specific

differential characters.

An adult male and an immature female were contained in the

Siberian collection received from M. Taczanowski, with whose name
I have much pleasure in connecting it.

Fam. Theridiides.

Gen. Linyphia.

Linyphia karpinskii, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 2.)

Adult male, length 1 line.

The whole of the fore part of this Spider (including the legs and
palpi) is of a pale orange-yellow colour ; the colour of the abdomen
is of a duller hue, in some examples suffused with a sooty brown.
It is nearly allied to L. angulipalpis ( Westr.), both in form and
colour, but may be distinguished by its less size and paler colour, as

well as by the form of the cubital joint of the male palpus ; in L.
angulipalpis this joint has the middle of the fore side of an angular

and almost sharply prominent form, while in the present species it

is prominent but far more obtuse. The palpal organs also differ in

their structure.

The legs are furnished with a few hairs and some long spines
;

they are rather long and moderately strong, their relative length

being 4, 1,2, 3.

The maxillce are curved and inclined towards the labium ; and the

height of the clypeus, which is impressed below the eyes and pro-

minent at its lower margin, exceeds half that of the facial space.

The prominent portion of the cubital joint of the palpus (male) ter-

minates with a tolerably strong, slightly bent, black, tapering

bristle ; and there is another less strong one issuing from the fore

side of the radial joint ; both joints are furnished with a few other

hairs. The palpal organs are well developed and complex, con-

sisting of several curved and other corneous spines and processes.

The female of this species is easily distinguished from that of L.
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angulipalpis by the form and structure of the sexual aperture,

which iu L. karpinskii is more prominent and has a long,

strongish, curved epigyne, which arches over from the fore to the

hinder part ; this epigyne is of a pale, semidiaphanous, whitish

colour, and is dilated in the middle ; in other respects the female

resembles the male.

Both sexes of this Spider in the adult state were contained in the

Siberian collection received from M. Taczanowski.

Linyphia dybowskii, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 3.)

Male adult, length \\ line.

This interesting Linyphia is closely allied to the foregoing and

also to L. angulij)alpis (Westr.), wbich it resembles, both in general

form, structure, and colour ; it is, however, larger and deeper-

coloured than L. karpinskii, and may be distinguished without

difficulty from both species by the structure of the palpi and palpal

organs. In L. karpinskii the cubital joint of the palpus is in fact

five-sided when looked at in profile, but in the present it is four-

sided ; the profile of the upperside, instead of presenting a somewhat

angular, as in L. karpinskii, and a strongly angular gibbosity as in

L. angulipalpis, consists of an evenly curved or arched line, from the

fore extremity of which, where it forms with the lower side a strong

prominence, there springs a strong, tapering, black spine, of a strongly

curved, and, in fact, of a sickle form, handle and all being repre-

sented. The radial joint is very short, much constricted at its

junction with the cubital, and a little produced in front. The palpal

organs are well developed and complex, consisting of bolder corneous

processes than those of L. karpinskii. The figures given of the

palpal organs of this species and L. dybowskii, although generally

accurate, must not be relied upon for exceeding accuracy of detail

;

such minute accuracy, however desirable, could not be obtained

under the difficulties under which the figures were drawn. The
female of L. dybowskii may be easily distinguished from that of both

the other species named by the strikingly different form of the

process connected with the sexual aperture. A comparison of the

sketches given of that portion of structure of the present species

and L. karpinskii will show this at a glance.

Both sexes of this species, in the adult state, were contained in

M. Taczanowski's Siberian collection, made by Dr. Dybowski,

whose name I have taken the liberty to confer upon this interesting

Spider.

Linyphia unicornis, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 4.)

Adult male, length 1 line.

This very distinct and remarkable species has the whole of the

fore part (including the legs and palpi, but excepting the sternum)

of a clear yellow colour, the sternum being strongly suffused with

sooty brown ; the abdomen is of a pale straw-yellow hue, with two
longitudinal rows of brown-black blotches ou the upperside, con-

verging towards the spinners, and continued in lateral lines or short
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stripes into a large, irregular, brown-black patcb on the lower parts of
the sides. Some little variety exists in the size of the blotches and
stripes and extent of the lateral patch ; and in the male they are all

less strongly marked, and of less extent, than in the female. The
blotches on the upperside only reach to about one third of the
length from the fore margin of the abdomen ; the underside is of a
suffused sooty-brown hue. There is nothing unusual in the general
form and structure. The eyes are on strong and sometimes nearly
confluent black spots ; those of the hind central pair are further
from each other than each is from the hind lateral on its side ; but
a striking and distinguishing character of the male consists of a
strong, curved, horn-like, semidiaphanous, pointed spine, which rises
from immediately behind the hind central eyes and arches forwards
over the ocular area.

The palpi have the radial and cubital joints short, but of about
equal length ; the latter is prominent, in a somewhat angular form
at its fore extremity on the upperside ; and from that prominence issues
a long and strong spine-like bristle, dilated on the inner side, rather
more than halfway towards its fine point, into a largish, flat, semi-
circular dilatation ; this spine-like bristle is more than double the
length of the joint itself, and is slightly bent, and with an outward
direction. The digital joint is large; and the palpal organs are well
developed, prominent, and complex, with dark red-brown corneous
processes and spines.

The legs are long, moderately strong; their relative length ap-
peared to be 1, 4, 2, 3 ; but it was impossible to decide this with
accuracy, owing to the contorted state of the legs, which it was im-
practicable to expand without fracture ; they are furnished with
hairs and spines. The process connected with the sexual apper-
ture of the female is characteristic in form and prominent.

Both sexes (adult) of this species were contained in the Siberian
collection received from M. Taczauowski. It is allied to L. anguli-
palpis (Westr.) in the angular form of the cubital joint of the male
palpus, but, perhaps, more nearly to L. minuta (Bl.), departing
from the angulipalpis group by having on the abdomen a distinct

pattern nearly approaching in its character to the ordinary Linyphia
type ; but the peculiar curved horn-like spine on the caput, and the
unusual strength and form of the spiny bristle at the fore extremity
of the cubital joint of the palpus, will serve to distinguish it at a
glance from any other recorded species known to me.

Linyphia taczanowskii, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 5.)

Adult female, length 1^ line (nearly).

The cephalothorax of this Spider is of a darkish obscure yellow-
brown, the normal grooves and indentations, as well as the margins
and the longitudinal central line, being suffused and indicated by
darker brown. The falces, maxilla, and labium are of a similar
colour to the cephalothorax, the sternum being black-brown ; all

these. portions of structure are of the usual type, and appear to need
no special detail. The height of the clypeus is about equal to half
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that of the facial space ; it is strongly impressed immediately below
the eyes, and prominent at its lower margin.

The eyes are in the ordinary position and not greatly unequal in

size. All are seated on tolerably strong tubercles ; those of the lateral

and fore central pairs being the strongest ; the eyes of the hinder row
are about equidistant from each other ; those of each lateral pair

are very nearly contiguous to each other, the fore laterals being the

largest of the eight. There is a slight interval (of less than half an
eye's diameter) between those of the fore central pair, which are

the smallest of the eight, though larger than in most species of
Linyphia.

The legs are long, pretty strong ; their relative length appeared
to be 1, 4, 2, 3 ; and they are furnished with hairs and rather long
and strong spines. The palpi are, like the legs, of a clear bright

yellow colour, and furnished with hairs and spine-like bristles.

The abdomen is oval, of about the ordinary convexity above, and
projects considerably over the base of the cephalothorax ; its ground-
colour is pale yellow, more or less covered with small, irregular,

white, cretaceous spots and markings ; and the following pattern in

black is also visible —a central longitudinal marking on the fore half

of the upperside, strongly hollowed or indented on the sides, and two
longitudinal rows of irregular spots, rather converging towards the
spinners ; the posterior pairs of these spots bear traces of being
(what no doubt they are) the dilated extremities of the ordinary

angular lines or chevrons with which the binder portion of the abdo-
men in so many spiders is marked ; in the present, as in many other

species, the apices of these angular lines are obsolete. The sides of

the abdomen are occupied by a long black patch, strongly dentated
on its upper margin, and its lower and hinder margin bouuded by a
broken whitish-yellow line or bar formed by that portion of the
ground-colour. The underside and a clear portion round the
spinners are of a uniform, somewhat vinous, yellow-brown. The
sexual aperture is prominent, and furnished with a longish, curved,

longitudinal process, which (looked at with the Spider on its back)
is considerably dilated at its hinder extremity.

Two adult females and an immature male were contained in M.
Taczanowski's Siberian collection of Micro- aranese ; they seem to me
to be very distinct from any species yet known, and to be (in colour
and markings) nearly allied to Linyphia (Neriene, Bl.) variegata
(Bl.), but greatly exceeding that species in size. The future dis-

covery of the male in an adult state will probably show some strong
structural characters in the palpi and palpal organs by which to

differentiate that sex from the males of other nearly allied species.

Genus Erigone {Neriene, BL, ad partem + Walckenaera, Bl.).

Erigone (Neriene, Bl.) flavescens, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 6.)

Adult male f of a line ; adult female slightly longer.

The whole of the fore part of this small Spider is of a pale but
clear and brightish yellow colour, the abdomen being paler and more
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tions and the margins of the cephalothorax are marked by dusky con-

verging lines. The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above, of a

blackish-brown colour, thinly dotted with fine bairs, and, when in

spirit of wine, seems to be covered thickly with minute yellowish-

brown freckles or dots, and several transverse angular lines or

chevrons in the central longitudinal line of the hinder part of the

upperside.

The eyes are on black spots, closely grouped, but in the ordinary

position. The interval between those of the hind central pair is much
greater than that between each and the hind lateral nearest to it, and

equal to nearly an eye's diameter ; those of the foremost row
appeared to be as nearly as possible equidistant from, and, in fact,

almost contiguous to, each other ; those of the fore central pair are,

as usual, the smallest of the eight, the fore laterals being apparently

the largest.

The leys are moderate in length and strength, their relative length

being 1, 4, 2, 3 ; they are furnished with hairs and a few slender

spine-like bristles, one near the centre of the upperside of the tibiae

of the fourth pair being stronger than the rest and decidedly a

spine. This shows the difficulty of accepting the character of the

armature of the legs as a generic one, the present species combining

(in this respect) the characters of both Linyphia and Eriyone.

The palpi are short. The radial joint is not much longer though

stronger than the cubital ; it spreads out nearly all round at its fore

extremity, where it has a small thorn-like apophysis on the upper-

side, and another small, but rather stronger and more obtuse one

somewhere on its outer side. There are a few bristly hairs in a

group towards the outer part of the upperside of the radial joint,

and a single one towards the inner side. The digital joint is small.

The palpal organs are prominent, highly developed, and moderately

complex : a strong corneous process curves up from their base on

the inner side, round and over between the base of the digital and

fore extremity of the radial joints, and, tapering as it goes, ter-

minates in a point at the middle of the outer side of the digital

joint ; the position and direction of this process is very peculiar and

unlike any thing that I remember to have yet observed in the great

diversity of structure presented in the palpal organs of different

Spiders of this and other allied groups. Another process of these

organs in the present species forms a large, roundish, corneous lobe,

which projects considerably beneath on the outer side, and has a

small, black, pointed, spine-like projection near its extremity.

The maxilla are short, strong, and considerably inclined towards

the labium, which last is of the usual, somewhat semicircular form ;

but it is strongly impressed in a transverse direction below its apex,

giving this part the appearance, when looked at sideways, of curling

back over towards the base : this is a peculiarity in the form of the

labium which I have noticed in some other species, including the

last described, E. Jlavescens ; and perhaps it will eventually be

found to be a good and useful character for the subdivision of this

now large group of obscure little Spiders.
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A single adult male was contained in M. Taczanowski's Siberian
collection.

Erigone (Neriene) sollers, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 8.)

Adult male, length 1| line.

In the somewhat cylindric elongate general form of this Spider
there is great similarity to E.fugax (Cambr.) ; it also resembles
that species in the richness of the orange yellow-red colour of the
legs, and the deep glossy yellow-brown cephalothorax ; this part is
of an elongate-oval form, but very slightly impressed laterally for-
wards, and rather flattened, or much less convex above than many
other species ; the sides appeared under a lens to be finely rugulose
or striated, the caput being perfectly smooth ; the height of the
clypeus equals half that of the facial space.

The eyes are in the ordinary position, not very large or greatly
unequal in size ; those of the hinder row are about equally separated
from each other ; those of the fore central pair are contiguous to
each other, and equal in size to those of the hind central Dair ; the
fore laterals being rather the largest of the eight.

The legs are tolerably strong, not very long ; their relative length
is 4, 1, 2, 3; they are of a rich reddish orange-yellow colour,
furnished thickly with strongish hairs and a few fine short erect
bristles.

The palpi are short. The radial joint is rather shorter and much
stronger than the cubital; its fore extremity on the upperside is
produced into a long, strongish, tapering, curved apophysis with a
truncated extremity, which is directed outwards ; from within the cur-
vature of this apophysis, and apparently springing from underneath
the joint, is another slightly curved apophysis. The radial joint is
also rather obtusely prominent at its fore extremity on the other
side, and more pointedly so behind. The digital joint is large ; and
the palpal organs are well developed, rather complex, and towards
their extremity on the outer side is a strongish, black, filiform,
tapering spine, coiled in a circular form.

The sternum is convex, very glossy, and of a deep vellow-brown
colour, furnished with a few fine bristly hairs.

The abdomen is elongate-oval, hairy, and of a greenish black-
brown colour, with four slightly impressed dots in a quadrangle
about the middle of the upperside ; and, besides numerous yellowish
points over its surface, several transverse angular lines are visible
(when in spirit of wine) on the hinder half of the upperside ; the
spinners and plates of the spiracles are yellow.

A single adult male of this very distinct species was contained in
M. Taczanowski's collection, found by himself at Kiew, in Poland.

Erigone (Neriene) intercepta, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 9.)

Adult male, length 1^ line.

The cephalothorax is very glossy and of a dark yellow-brown
colour

; looked at from above, and rather behind, it is of a regular
oval form, rather broadest behind, and without lateral constriction
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on the margins forwards ; it is on the whole rather flat ; but the
caput is convex and rounded above, on the sides, and at the occiput,

the profile line from that part to the lower margin of the clypeus
forming a regular arc of a circle ; there are a few hairs grouped
among and chiefly immediately behind the eyes ; and the height of
the clypeus is half that of the facial space.

The eyes are small and differ but little in size ; they are in the

ordinary position, on the fore slope of the arc above mentioned

;

those of the hind central pair are rather nearer together than each
is to the hind lateral on its side ; those of each lateral pair are

seated obliquely and contiguously to each other on a black tubercle ;

those of the fore central pair are contiguous to each other, and each is

separated by about an eye's diameter from the fore lateral on its side.

The legs are moderately long, not very strong, of a bright yellow

colour, furnished sparingly with hairs and a few prominent, slender,

spine-like bristles.

The palpi are rather short, similar in colour to the legs, except

the digital and fore part of the radial joints, which are dark brown

;

the cubital and radial are short, the latter much the strongest, enlarged

or spreading at its extremities, and its fore extremity on the upper-
side produced into a pointed oval termination, which, looked at in

profile, has a hooked appearance ; this joint has numerous hairs on
its outer side. The digital joint is of moderate size and somewhat
oblong form. The palpal organs are well developed and complex, but
presenting no very remarkable corneous process ; one, however,
rather large and of an irregular curved form, is situated at the base

on the outer side immediately below the radial joint, and from one
of its prominent points issue two or three strongish bristly hairs.

The falces are vertical, rather long, moderately strong, of the same
colour as the cephalothorax, and covered with tolerably strong sharp
teeth towards their extremities on the inner side.

The maxillce and labium appeared to be of normal form, and, with
the sternum, are similar to the falces in colour, the latter, however,
having a mottling of black-brown over its surface.

The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above, black, thinly

clothed with hairs, and not projecting over the base of the cephalo-

thorax. In spirit of wine some pale mottlings and lines are visible.

A single adult male of this Spider was contained in M. Tacza-
' nowski's Siberian collection ; it seems to approach more nearly to

Walckenaera hardii (Bl.) (Leptothruv clavipes, Menge) than to

any other of the genus ; it is, however, easily distinguished from
that species in the form of the caput.

Erigone (Neriene) taczanowskii, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 10.)

Adult male, length 1| line ; female adult, 1| hue.

Cephalothorax oval, much broadest behind ; lateral constrictions on
margins scarcely visible, moderately convex above ; occiput roundly
convex ; fore part of the caput rather produced forwards : clypeus

retreating and equal in height to nearly two thirds of the facial space ;

its colour is a dark rich yellow-brown, the normal grooves and inden-
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tations marked with a rather darker hue ; there are some fine hairs

on the upper part of the caput ; and the ocular area is slightly tuber-

culiform by the depression of the surface immediately surrounding

and the prominence of the portion on which the eyes of the fore

central pair are seated.

The eyes are in the ordinary position, and describe a transverse

oblong figure, whose transverse diameter is about double its

longitudinal diameter ; those of the hind central pair are rather de-

pressed or sunken and imbedded, and the interval that separates them
is greater than that which separates each from the lateral on its side ;

those of each lateral pair are seated obliquely and contiguous to each

other, the fore one being the largest of the eight ; those of the fore

central pair are seated on the fore side of a somewhat circular promi-

nence or slight convexity, comprising the greater part of the inside of

the ocular area ; they are rather the smallest of the eight, near together

but not contiguous to each other, and each is separated by about its

own diameter's distance from the fore lateral on its side ; when looked

at from the front the fore central eyes are placed above the straight

line formed by the fore laterals.

The legs are moderately long and strong ; and their relative length

appeared to be 4, 1, 2, 3 ; their colour is yellow ; and they are

furnished with hairs and a very few slender erect spine-like tapering

bristles.

The palpi are long, similar in colour to the legs, except the digital

joint, which is brown and furnished with hairs. The cubital joint is

double the length of the radial, slightly curved, and enlarging towards

its fore extremity, which is strongly produced on its outer side, rather

beneath, into a prominent angular spur, very similar to that of E.

affinis (Bl.), E. graminicola (Sund.), but less strong and marked than

in E. longipalpis and its near allies, though approaching to a similar

type of structure; about the middle of the margin of the upper ex-

tremity is a small red-brown tooth-like prominence. The radial joint

is small at its junction with the cubital, but enlarges considerably at

its extremity, where on the outer side it is produced into a long and
strong curved tapering apophysis, pointed at its extremity, which is

directed inwards ; the upper and inner margin of this apophysis is

nearly black, with a corneous appearance towards the extremity ; and
at about the middle of its curvature there is a small angular tooth-

like prominence. The digital joint is large and of a somewhat oblong-

oval form. The palpal organs are prominent, highly developed, but

not very complex ; a strong black spine issues from a corneous process

at their base and curves over to their fore extremity with a bold free

sweep ; and a large strong corneous process margined with black runs

along beneath their outer side. The falces are strong, prominent at

their base in front, and excavated on the lower part of their inner sides

;

their upper surface is furnished with a number of small dark denti-

culations, mostly towards the outer sides; and a little below the middle
of each falx is a large sharp tooth, obliquely directed downwards and
inwards, strongly resembling a similar tooth in E. dentata, E. affinis,

and others. The falces are similar in colour to the cephalothorax, as
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also are the maxillae, labium, and sternum, neither of which appeared

to present any thing remarkable in form. The abdomen is black,

clothed tolerably thickly with palish hairs ; it is of an oval form and
projects pretty strongly over the base of the cephalothorax ; about the

middle of the upperside are four strongish pits or circular depres-

sions, forming a quadrangle, whose fore side is the shortest ; behind

these, towards the spinners, are several transverse, pale, curved lines,

indicated by wrinkles or folds in the skin, and forming a longitudinal

series corresponding to the angular lines or chevrons so often observed

on the same part of the abdomen. The spinners are small and almost

concealed by a strong surrounding rim or elevated fold of a semicorne-

ous-looking nature ; the spiracular plates are pale yellow.

The female is larger than the male, but resembles it in colours,

general structure, and character ; but the clypeus is lower. The falces

have several dark denticulations on their fore side, but not so many
or so strongly developed as the male ; they want the strong tooth

on the middle of the inner side, but have some smaller sharp ones in

the ordinary position towards the extremity on the iuner side. The
form of the sexual apperture is peculiar, vide figure (10 e).

Both sexes, adult, were found in the Siberian collection received

from M. Taczanowski, with whose name I have great pleasure in

connecting this fine and striking species.

Erigone (Neriene) wagje, sp. u. (Plate XLI. fig. 11.)

Adult male, length 1 line.

This very interesting Spider will be recognized at once as a near

ally to E. apicata (Bl.), having, like that species, a very character-

istic eminence behind the ocular area ; in this present instance,

however, there will be no difficulty in distinguishing the two species

at a glance. The eminence in the present species is much stronger

and higher ; it is of a somewhat subconical form and is directed for-

wards ; and at its base behind is a strong uotch or transverse indenta-

tion from its summit, which is obliquely truncated : it is continued by
a long, strong, curved, slightly sinuous, tapering spine, apparently

composed of two smaller spine-like bristles closely united ; in one

example the two were separated for a little distance from their ex-

tremities. The ocular area is prominent and has a somewhat nose-

like prominence below, upon which the fore central eyes are seated

;

this causes the clypeus to retreat strongly directly below the eyes,

but it is a little prominent at its lower margin ; the height of the

clypeus exceeds half that of the facial space. The colour of the

cephalothorax is yellowish brown, margined with black, and the nor-

mal grooves and indentations are dusky.

The eyes form a transverse and rather obtuse oval figure ; they are

not very unequal in size ; those of the hind central pair are further

from each other than each is from the hind lateral on its side ; those

of each lateral pair are contiguous to each other, and placed slightly

obliquely ; the fore laterals are the largest of the eight, and each is

very nearly contiguous to the fore central on its side, the fore centrals

also being not quite contiguous to each other.
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The legs are long and rather slender ; their relative length appears
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eyes ; the hinder part of the base of the eminence is nearer to the

hind central than to the fore central pair of eyes, in fact contiguous

to them ; it is of a rich reddish yellow-brown colour, the margins,

normal indentations, and a patch behind the eyes being marked with

a dusky but darker hue : the eminence is higher than it is broad at

its base ; its apex is hollow or with a very shallow longitudinal notch,

and its apical margins are slightly folded over outwards.

The eyes are nearly of uniform size ; they are in four pairs sur-

rounding the eminence ; those of the hinder pair are less than an
eye's diameter separated from each other and are close to the base of

the eminence ; those of the foremost pair are nearly, but not quite,

contiguous to each other, and seated a very little way in front of its

base ; those of each lateral pair are contiguous to each other and
placed very slightly obliquely ; the foremost of each of these lateral

pairs is very close to but distinctly separate from the fore central eye

nearest to it.

The legs are moderate in length and strength ; they are orange

reddish yellow, furnished with hairs and a few prominent slender

bristles ; their relative length appeared to be 4, 1, 2, 3.

The palpi are not very long, and except the digital joint (including

the palpal organs) slender and similar in colour to the legs. The radial

joint is stronger than the cubital, and has its fore extremity produced
into two apophyses : one from its upperside continues the joint in a

long, sinuous, and gradually tapering form, extending to about two
thirds of the length of the digital joint ; the point of this apophysis is

neither dilated, nor cleft, nor acute, but simply obtusely pointed

:

the other apophysis is on the inner side of the joint and curves

round beneath the apophysis already described ; it is, however, not

quite so long, and has its extremity (which protrudes outwards from
under the other) bifid or divided into two limbs, the inferior one of

which is longer than the other. The digital joint is large and of a

somewhat irregular oval form. The palpal organs are highly de-

veloped, prominent, and complex ; their main feature consists of a

strongish black tapering spine, coiled in a large circle rather beneath

on their outer side ; in contact with this spine is a considerable

quantity of semitransparent whitish membrane. The radial joint, as

well as its apophyses, and the digital joint are furnished with longish

hairs.

The falces, maxillce, labium, and sternum present nothing remark-

able in form or structure ; they are of the same colour as the cepha-

lothorax.

The abdomen is rather elongate-oval in form, not very convex

above, and projects a little way over the base of the cephalothorax
;

its colour is black, clothed, but not very thickly, with short fine

hairs, and (in spirit of
a
wine) showing various minute pale spots and

fine lines.

The female resembles the male in general form and characters as

well as in colour, but has no eminence between the eyes ; the form

of the epigyne and sexual aperture is peculiar (see fig. 12 e, Plate

XLL).
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In regard to the differences between the palpal structure of this
and the other species mentioned, E. unicornis and E. kochii, it will
be sufficient here to note that presented by the apophyses of the
radial joint: in neither of these species do the two cross each other
as in the present case

; in E. unicornis the extremity of the outer
apophysis is dilated and not merely obtuse as in E. karpinskii, while
the ex remity of the inner one is not bifid as in this species: in
E. kochii the outer apophysis has its extremity not only dilated but
strongly bifid, while its inner one is simplv obtusely pointed

Both sexes of this very interesting Spider were contained in the
bibenan portion of the collection received from M. Taczanowski •

and I have much pleasure in naming it after M. Karpinski, by whom
the Kiew portion of the collection was made.

Erigone (Walckenaera) dybowskii, sp. n. (Plate XLI.
ng. 13.)

Adult male, length f of a line.

The cephalothorax of this curious little Spider is short oval inform, and moderately convex above, and its colour is yellow, slightly
suffused and marked on the margins and normal grooves and inden-
tations with brown

;
the caput is slightly raised on the upper part,the rased portion also marked out by a dusky blackish marginal line

indented at the occ.put, immediately behind which is a dfprasionThe clypeus exceeds in height half that of the facial space, and isprominent at its lower margin
; on either side of the upper part of thecaput forwards and immediately behind each lateral pair of eyes isa small roundish pit or indentation, from which issues a small black

s lightly curved, prominent, sharp, thorn-like spine; this spine, from
its nature and position is a strong and remarkable specific characterIne eyes are tolerably equal in size, and seated on small blackspots; they are in four pairs, forming a rather narrow transverse
oval figure, each pair being rather widely removed from the others
nearest to it; those of the hinder pair appeared to be of an ovalform and separated from each other by little, if any, more than halfofan eyes diameter; those of the fore central pair are very nearbut (apparently) not quite contiguous to each other, and their
straight hue, when looked at from the front, is above that formedby the foremost eyes of the two lateral pairs ; the eyes of each of
these last pairs are cont.guous to each other, and seated rather
obliquely on a small tubercle ; the figure formed by the eyes of the
fore central and hinder pairs is a longish narrow trapezoid, whoselength is nearly about double its breadth.

The legs are moderately strong, but not very long; they are of ayellowish colour strongly tinged with reddish yellow-brown, andfurnished sparingly with hairs and a few short, erect, black bristles •

their relative length appeared to be 4, 1, 2 3
The palpi are short and of a yellow colour, except the digital

joint which is brownish
; the radial is shorter than the cubital jointand has three apophyses from its extremity -one (a small pointedone) on the outer side, a large broad one" on the inner side a„1

Paoc. Zool. Soc—1873, No. XXIX. 29
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between them (or perhaps it may be described as forming the outer

corner of the inner apophysis) is a longish tapering pointed one,

whose extreme point is slightly bent ; the digital joint is of tolerable

size ; and the palpal organs are highly developed but not very com-
plex ; from near their extremity on the outer side issues a strongish

black, filiform, tapering, sharp-pointed spine, which curving back-

wards forms a large circle rather behind them and beneath the

cubital joint ; in connexion with a portion of this spine is some
whitish semitransparent membrane.

The falces, ma.villce, and labium are of ordinary form and similar

in colour to the cephalothorax, the sternum being suffused with

dusky brown.

The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above, of a yellowish

colour suffused with dusky brown, thinly clothed with short fine

hairs, and showing (in spirit of wine) some pale lines and markings.

An adult example of this very distinct little Spider, which reminds

one (in its general appearance as well as in some of its special

characters) of Erigane diceros (Cambr.), was contained in the col-

lection received from M. Taczanowski and made in Siberia by Dr.

Dybowski, with whose name I have much pleasure in connecting it.

Erigone (Walckenaera) subrostrata, sp. n. (Plate XLI.

%• 14.)

Adult male, length nearly 4 of a line.

This Spider is very closely allied to E. picina (Bh), which it

resembles remarkably in colour, form, and structure ; it is, however,

rather smaller; the caput is rather less elevated, and the clypeus

more prominent, forming at its lower margin a kind of broad bluntish

nose-like prominence ; the height of the clypeus very slightly

exceeds half that of the facial space ;
and a distinguishing character

by which it may be at once separated from E. picina is furnished

by the radial joint of the male palpus ; this instead of being produced

at its fore extremity on the upperside into a long tapering slightly

curved apophysis, has the curved portion more sharply bent into a

nearly circular form, with the extreme point (which is blunt) sticking

rather prominently upwards ; there is also some difference in the

structure of the palpal organs ; with the exception of the difference

above noted the radial joint is remarkably similar to that of E. picina,

though the curved portion is perhaps in the present species rather

less strong and darker-coloured.

These differences, though slight, were constant in six examples

compared with a great many of E. picina ; and I have therefore no

hesitation in deciding it to be a distinct, though very nearly allied,

species.

The colour of the cephalothorax and other fore parts is a rich,

shining brown, that of the legs and palpi yellow, tinged with orange,

the abdomen being jet-black.

Adult males were contained in the Siberian collection received

from M. Taczanowski.
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EXPLANATIONOF THE PLATES.

Plate XL.

Fig. 1 . Lcthia taczanowskii <J , p. 435,

a, upperside of Spider ; b, Spider in profile ; c, fore part of cephalo-
thorax and falees ; d, right palpus, from outer side in front ; e , radial

and cubital joints of ditto
; /, natural length of Spider.

2. Linyphia karpinskii $ & 9 , p. 437.

a, profile of Spider ; b, fore part of caput and falees ; c, right palpus

( <J ). from outer side ; d, epigyne ( 9 ), from above ; e, ditto, in pro-

file ; /, natural length of Spider.

3. Linyphia dybowskii $ & 9 , p. 438.

a, left palpus ( <J ), from outer side ; b, abdomen
( ? ), in profile ; e,

epigyne ( $ ), in profile ; d, natural length of Spider.

4. Linyphia unicornis $ & 9 , p. 438.

a, profile of Spider ( ? ) ; b, profile of cephalothorax ( <J ) ; c, abdomen

( 9 ), from above ; d, e, h, portion of left palpus ( <J ), in different

positions
; /, epigyne

( ? ), from above
; g, natural length of Spider.

5. Linyphia taczanowskii <? & ? , p. 439.

a, Spider, in profile ; b, ditto, upperside ; c, epigyne ( 9 )> from above
;

d, natural length of Spider.

6. Erigoneflavesecns 9 , p. 440.

«, Spider, in profile ; b, fore part of caput and falees ; <;, epigyne, from
above ; d, ditto, in profile ; e, natural length of Spider.

7. Erigone prolata $ , p. 441

.

a, Spider, in profile ; b, fore part of caput and falees ; c, left palpus,

from inner side in front ; d, ditto, from behind
; f, portion of ditto,

from behind ; e, right palpus, from outer side behind
; g, natural

length of Spider.

Plate XLT.

Fig. 8. Erigone sailers $ , p. 443.

a, Spider, in profile ; b, fore part of caput and falees ; c, right palpus,

from behind and above ; d, left ditto, from the front ; e, natural

length of Spider.

9. Erigone intercepta $ , p. 443.

a, Spider, in profile ; b, fore part of caput and falees ; c, right palpus,

from inner side ; d, left ditto, from above and behind ; e, portion of
right palpus, from outer side.

10. Erigone taczanowskii $ & 9 , p- 414.

a, profile ( £ ) ; b, fore part of caput and falees ( $

)

; c, left palpus ( <J ),

from outer side in front ; d, ditto, from inner side rather behind and
above ; e, epigyne ( 9 )> from above

; /, natural length, female
; g,

ditto, male.

11. Erigone wages <J, p. 446.

a, profile ; b, fore part of caput and falees ; c, right palpus, from the
front ; d, portion of left ditto, from outer side

;
e, natural length of

Spider.

12. Erigone karpinskii £ & 9 , p. 447.

a, profile ( $ ) ; b, fore part of caput and falees
( J ) ; c, right palpus,

from the front ( $ ) ; d, left ditto, from outer side ; e, epigyne
( 9 )»

from above
; /, natural length.

29*
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Fii;-. 13. Eriffone dybowskiii p. 449.

a, profile ; 6, Spider from above, without legs ; c, cephalothorax

;

(/.ditto, from the front; e, f, palpi, in two positions; g, natural

length of Spicier.

14. Erigone mbrostrata <J , p. 450.

a, profile ; b, cephalothorax, from the front ; c, d, palpi, in two posi-

tions ; c, natural length of Spider.

2. On three new Species of Land-Shells from Madagascar.

By G. B. Sowerby, jun.

[Keceived March 18, 1873.]

1. Cyclosioma (Tropidophora) suffusum, sp. nor.

Testa globoso-turbinata, obtecte umbilicata, rvfo ccerulescentesuf-

fusa, versus apicem aurantiaca, plus minusve obscure purpureo

fasciata ; anfractibus undique spiraliter stria tis, ultimo circa

umbilicum lira to ; aper fur a oblique circular! ; fauce rufo-prui-

nosa ; labro expanso, sanguineo ; operculo calcareo, piano.

A Cyclostoma of ordinary type, belonging to the section Tropido-

phora, Trosc, with rounded whorls, without keels, throughout re-

gularly spirally striated, with an expanded red lip and plum-

coloured interior, yellowish towards the apex ; whorls more or less

obscurely banded with purple, and the body-whorl suffused with red,

which increases in intensity towards the mouth.

2. Cyclostoma vexillum, sp. nov.

Testa ovato-turrita, angustissime umbilicata, tenui, f acescent e,

atro lineata et unifasciata ; anfractibus convexis, Icevibus vel

concent rice minutissime striatis; apertura circulari, labro te-

nuiter expanso ; operculo calcareo, piano.

A pretty little species, of simple characters, elevated spire, very

small umbilicus, thin substance, and yellowish colour, with a black

band on the lower part of the whorls, from one to three narrow linear

bands above and two round the umbilicus.

3. Cyclostoma (Tropidophora) perspectivum, sp. nor.

Testa depresso-turbinata, patentissime umbilicata, pallide rufo-

fusca ; spira depressiuscula ; anfractibus anguste rotundatis,

superne spiraliter obtuse liratis, concentrice decussate striatis,

medio obsolete striatis, latissime unicarinatis, ultimo circa

umbilicum valide lirato ; apice plumbeo ; apertura subcirculari ;

labro rufo-brunneo, late expanso reflexo, superne producto; oper-

culo calcareo, piano.

A very widely umbilicated species, with a broad keel, of a uni-

form light reddish-brown colour ; upper part of the whorls decus-

sated, strongly corded round the umbilicus ; lip deep reddish-brown,

expanded and reflected, produced at the upper part.


